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The Union with the Divine Woman 
 
…… 
 
Just in that period around New Year she was gone. She attended a retreat of ten days 

given by Leon. This gave me the space to have a retreat on my own, in my own house. This 
was very very welcome. The few retreats I had had the last years had been together with 
Chantal. And having a retreat together with a woman – also, or, certainly if she’s an intimate 
one – is very different for man than meditating alone. Finally there was space to let the whole 
relationship go through me in the Sphere of Man, instead of Woman being all the time in the 
foreground and influencing the meditation. Now Man could Be in the foreground finally. No 
need to react or respond. 

Although Chantal’s group-retreat would be in silence, the chance that nothing of 
‘man’ would enter her and afterwards I would have to deal with, to ‘clean’ her from, was zero 
– if only for the fact that the retreat was lead by a man, Leon. Every day she ‘had to’ attune to 
him. Every day he gave a talk. This subject of (a) woman attuning to another man – not 
necessarily out of attraction but just for practical reasons, like he being her boss or colleague 
or in this case her teacher for at least ten days – and the consequences of this for her 
relationship with her (chosen) man, are totally not acknowledged and in the dark. This is not 
addressed at all, if only for the reason that the economy cannot and doesn’t want to deal with 
any problematizing in this respect. Men and women must stay both fully available for the 
economy. If Love and Its Process of Manifesting itself on earth would be taken seriously and 
therefore also the issue of the influence of people’s interactions – certainly between men and 
women – then, in this acknowledged sensitivity of people not being robots who can meet 
other robots without any consequences, the holy economy might be considerably threatened 
and it’s not so self-evident anymore that everyone must be able to meet everyone at any 
moment, professionally but also in general. 

Beforehand, we had talked about the subject of ‘other men’ – in itself a funny and 
necessary change from the topic of ‘other women’. Chantal herself, even though maybe not 
totally convinced that I was her Man, didn’t want to give up on me yet and, for her standard, 
sounded relatively firm when she said she didn’t want to allow serious association with other 
men during the retreat. I was open for this option indeed, although from now on, after all that 
happened, I already fundamentally rested in what could be called the Mendacity of Woman (in 
case and as far as She is separate from Man) that is not Seen by Herself. I would just See. I 
didn’t believe anything any more. Woman is changeable, according to the changes of her 
interests. She can seem to mean what She says in one moment. But She appears very 
‘flexible’ if the situation changes. She ‘is’ or feels herself suddenly different from how She, in 
her mind, thought or hoped She would be – for example, when an attractive man, an 
alternative, shows up, or when the ego shows up very powerfully suddenly and overrules 
what she had thought and said before. There is no Determination of Herself, no Direction. 
She’s like a flag in the wind. Now I seemed to be Chantal’s direction. But during the retreat, 
being in a different situation, with different men, the teacher Leon would probably be her 
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direction, or another guy who wanted her attention. Yet, I Felt intuitively that it must be 
possible that Man’s Heart is so strongly Present in a woman that it can Outshine entrances of 
other men with no substantial or with a less truthful or Manifested Heart, or at least prevent 
their entrance from having serious consequences on the relationship. But whether Chantal 
could be this woman carrying My Heart in that way… Hm, I would See. I would try it 
anyway – if only for the fact that women were not lining up to carry My Heart in them as 
their Own. That ‘I’ was attractive for women was something else. Also without the scarcity of 
serious women I would have tried it with Chantal, by the way. If there is at least somewhere a 
serious Opening in (a) Woman for My Heart, I’d do everything to make us Live as One Heart 
with Two Bodies. 

Since I didn’t have to be busy with the Truth Itself any more, thoroughly Seen as It 
had Been already, I was in my individual retreat naturally meditating Woman as She 
manifested in the form(s) that I had come (closer) in Touch with. In the first place and most 
intimate sense this was Chantal now. But I had got more aware of the fact that Woman was 
Woman and that Chantal manifested the Part of Woman that I had to Learn to deal with and 
See-Feel at this point in my (or: Man’s) development. As Man I was a Reflection of 
Woman(’s state(s)) – and Woman was a Reflection of My Process as Man. As part of this 
Reflection of My Process of Manifesting this Heart on Earth, ‘I’ beyond myself – and strange 
as it may sound – Let Chantal do things so that Consciousness could gain Sight in the Earthly 
Female Realm. Through the ether and in spite of our previous dramas about it and Chantal’s 
intention, I felt there was again a fuss with another man, an involvement in one way or 
another. I would almost excuse myself but I couldn’t help being so sensitive – sensitive in 
general, and this sensitivity included certainly if not in the first place the Oneness of Man and 
Woman and, then, naturally, the breaking of This as well, Their separation. My birth, My 
Function here on Earth, had all to do with and needed this Sensitivity. 

It was very simple: men would never stop trying to ‘enter’ a woman, never stop 
checking a woman out, whether or to what extent the woman was open for them. If there was 
a chance of this somewhere, somehow, they got restless and out of their nature tried to see 
how far this openness would go. Only if there would sit a Divine Woman Wholly and firmly 
Embedded in the Heart of Her Beloved Man, would they not try (except for a few brazen-
faced ones); a natural respect for Her Being Already Married, Already One, would appear in 
that case. It is a bit more complex than this, since men intuitively feel as well an urge to be 
Initiated by the Divine Woman – not necessarily sexually – so some still might try to get in 
touch with Her. The latter has its effects again on the relationship, the (Flexible) Oneness, of 
the Divine Man and Woman. The pull towards this Initiation is, in principle, stronger if the 
Man of the Divine Woman is indeed Strong. This form of Attraction must not be confused 
with ‘normal’ sexual attraction although rare will be the cases that there is not any confusion 
in this respect. 

In the satsang scene many male visitors were like bees on the honey. That I didn’t put 
a clear lid on the jar – I seem to Work Slowly but I Do It profoundly, minutely – made them 
merrily try to get some sweet reception of Chantal. The guys had no idea what they would 
really enter if they were successful. Woman has her natural ways to Attract; She cannot betray 
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Her deeper hidden content yet, this should stay a surprise. Otherwise the bees might very well 
fly somewhere else. In principle, however, it is frustrating for (a) man that, if he gives his 
Heart completely to (a) Woman, other men might ‘profit’ from this in case the Woman is not 
Faithful (yet). It is frustrating if again and again he must get the other guys out of ‘his’ 
Woman by his Consciousness and Heart and Earthly Force, while at the same time She 
doesn’t Truly Surrender to Him. This situation cannot last, at least not when man is Man 
indeed. Man Bows for True Nature, not for the Whore. He can Guide, Direct the Whore if She 
Allows Him to, not manipulate Her. He Gives Space for Her to See the Truth in Her working 
domain, the Truth Beyond Herself. At the time with Tiara, when she made love with Rancid 
in whatever form, I didn’t seem to Carry this Space enough yet to Tiara’s frustration. 

So I felt there was ‘man’ circling around Chantal during her silence retreat. I knew all 
about the ‘silence’ in retreats. Silence gave an excellent opportunity to be busy with the 
Opposite Sex. In my case I had always been ‘lucky’ that there were no attractive women 
present in the Vipassana meditation rooms – although even in such a doomed scenario, if they 
aren’t there, you can still be busy with them. Vipassana was mainly for the ones who hold 
out, who can stand the hardships. It wasn’t something easy as being in the satsang sphere was. 
It was the opposite of juicy. 

During my retreat, at the same time as Chantal’s, I felt in several moments a 
considerable cramp in my Heart and Body – which usually goes together. With Chantal’s 
recently manifested and revealed unfaithfulness still fresh in my Heart, Consciousness went 
into the issue. Although pictures appeared of especially seemingly milder forms of 
unfaithfulness that could lead to more serious forms, the whole Meditation of the subject 
eventually took another direction. Or, in fact, at a closer glance, the direction was not 
different but ‘I’, Consciousness, Went Deeper into the subject, to what lay beyond the 
unfaithfulness. Meditation naturally leads one to what lies behind what seems to be and 
behind that and behind, to the core of things. It must have been the 5th of January 2002 or one 
of those days. Via ‘unfaithfulness’, and there weren’t many steps in between, I was thrown 
into Meditation of Woman’s Pain Beyond it, Her Basic (feeling of) Separation from Man. But 
this came not so much (or at least not immediately) in the form of Consciousness Seeing this 
– and that in an in itself not untrue but rather abstract way – but in the form of some kind of a 
‘vision’. I lied on bed and was Taken into a vision. It was certainly not the same as 
daydreaming, if only for the enormous effect it had on me. Extremely vivid as the vision was, 
full of feeling, people who believe in reincarnation would for sure see the content of the 
vision as a memory of a past life. Since it was so powerful I was also tempted to believe so, 
but for now I left this undecided. I was not into believing anything until Reality Itself Shows 
itself Directly. And anyway the vision led to Something Other than ‘just’ a vivid memory. 
The extremely strong feeling involved that went on after the vision had eased down and 
faded, was of much more importance than the in itself self-evident and impressive ‘movie’. In 
a way, personally, I didn’t seem to have anything to do with the content of what I saw. Why I 
had to have this vision – strangely enough originally triggered by Woman’s unfaithfulness, 
but this was of no relevance at all any more in the vision – was about the transmission of the 
feeling involved. 
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In the vision ‘I’, the main character, was at a railway station. I(t) was a man who wore 
a hat, if I remember well, with an old type of coat, reaching to his knees. It was crazily 
crowded at the station. As a matter of fact, it was plainly obvious that the scene happened in 
the Second World War. It was a day of transportation. Many people were about to be 
transported to concentration camps, although it was not totally clear to all those people where 
they would end up. It was so very crowded that in all the hustle and bustle and half repressed 
panic ‘I’ lost my three years old daughter at a certain point. I looked for her but couldn’t find 
her any more in the crowd. And soon it dawned upon me that I had lost her and would never 
see her again. The pain over this was so very big – and even now tears appear again – that, 
vision or not, I had to cry like crazy. The crying went so very deep that it seemed my, 
inherently limited, Body was not capable of conducting the unstoppable river of tears that was 
coming like a flood. I remember very vividly how my mouth was wide wide open, and in fact 
obviously wider than it (normally) could be. Despite the emotional volcano erupting into the 
air Consciousness didn’t fail to register such details. Also, the sound that came out was not 
mine, but of a depth that could only mean and reveal a deep fundamental pain related to 
humanity, not a personal one. Whatever it was, this vision, I would for always know and 
never forget how it feels to lose your child. The crying was so intense that I was blown out of 
the vision. The vision itself was not relevant any more. It had been there to awake this deep 
deep pain, to make it available for a Heart-Body to be felt as thoroughly as can be. It might 
have seemed a strange illogical jump that Consciousness made, but to me – and without 
reasoning – it was Obvious beyond doubt that I, my Body, was Crying Woman’s Pain, Her 
common State of Separation from Man but then with all the Feeling included, with the Heart 
in it. Woman Existed as the Split in Duality. But Woman’s Pain was Humanity’s Pain. It was 
Man’s Pain in the End as well. 

I was Totally Taken now by Crying the Pain of Woman Earth – the Crying that was 
made possible by losing Her child, the other side of procreating children, human forms. It was 
made possible by the Child that I had always felt in Chantal and that I, as a Father, was 
allowing to grow up into Man’s world, the Child that was Woman Earth in Fact That Had to 
Be Made Conscious as Man. Woman Had to Give Birth to Form, to the Child, but I had to 
Create Woman as Myself, starting from scratch. With Chantal I was – we were – now in the 
(Child’s) third year. It took about forty minutes of full power Crying, I estimate, mouth wide 
open indeed and the sound coming from a deeper place of the body that ‘I’ had reached so far 
in my life, even deeper than the seemingly unstoppable Crying about the loss of the love of 
my life at the time, Maja. I Cried now fully as Woman; there was no confusion: the crying 
was no longer mixed up with feelings of a man who seemed also to be in pain. I was Creating 
Woman. 

The Crying could take place, burst out and continue for so long and so very Deep 
thanks to the fact that Consciousness Saw how Woman, in a way Beyond Herself, Screws up 
Her Relationship with the One, Her Beloved, by going into the many. Chantal ‘had to’ 
sacrifice her (relationship that stood for Her Deeper) Love and follow her distraction by the 
many, follow the fear of the One and in that context follow the Whore Inside, follow her 
distraction by and pull to men who seemed to want her, who as an easy prey reacted to the 
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Whore’s dark plans born in confusion, who expected or hoped in vain that the Whore would 
sooner or later Surrender to them. She followed the many instead of Being with and Being 
Faithful to her One Love of the Heart, the Heart That was the Only One That could Show her 
Her Oneness with Man. Whatever Chantal did exactly this moment in that retreat and with 
whomever and with how many of them – or not – extrapolating what she had already done 
before, her Unfaithfulness to Herself, and imagining the follow up, was enough input of Pain 
to be able to Deeply Cry Woman’s Pain in general, Woman’s Pain of Being Unfaithful to 
Herself, which is not different from being Unfaithful to Her Man, Her Source and Love. This 
was the background of the Crying. The vision of losing the child had triggered it and made it 
start. But after a while it had transmuted into Crying Woman’s Pain about losing and missing 
Her Beloved and even about, at least seemingly, playing an active part in this loss Herself – as 
far as it can be said that a slave is playing an active part in her actions. 

When finally my body had Cried the tears and the Pain that Needed to be Cried, the 
river quieted down into a lake. I felt strange, like after a big transformation. Now that the 
tempest was over, I lay there, on my bed. I felt Emptiness and Sadness – though not without 
Spirit. I Felt Woman, Woman without Man and yet Man was There. I Felt Being Man. I Felt 
Being Woman and Man. And yet there was nothing. In this state of nothingness after the 
storm something started to appear now. It happened obviously in the subtler world, but the 
Eye was very Open now, there was no mistake about what formed itself gradually and yet 
relatively fast. In physical distance it appeared two meters before ‘me’. I say ‘it’ but in fact it 
was She. It was a Woman. It was not Chantal. It was not Brigitte either, nor Tiara or Maja. In 
fact, She didn’t look like anyone I knew, and honestly I was not even sure if She had a real 
face with all the normal human characteristics that go together with it. This was not relevant 
either, I was not busy with it. One Thing, however, was Totally Clear to Me. She was the 
Divine Woman Herself, apart from Her Form. I Recognized Her. She had only a subtle form, 
even though the forms that seemed to be there were not fixed, didn’t have a clear 
unchangeable form. She had the Natural Beauty as a Fact – without any normal ‘human’ fuss 
around ‘beauty’. I kept Looking at Her. And She kept Looking at Me. She Saw Me. For the 
first time in My life I Saw that a Woman Saw Me. This was so Beautiful. It had got nothing to 
do with ‘me’. It was not that I – I – wanted to Be Seen by Woman. No, I was happy that She 
Saw a Man, Her Man. But this happiness was something in the background, it didn’t disturb 
anything. In the foreground we were just Looking, Recognizing Each Other. And indeed, 
wholly related to Her Recognition of Me, She – when Things Were Clear – Came forward at 
a certain moment, Came Closer and Closer and… She Went into Me… 

She had seen Me, Seen Who I Was, What I Was Doing here on Earth, the Depth and 
Humility in it. She Had Seen that I had Cried thoroughly and Selflessly Woman’s Pain, that I 
had Shown that ‘I’, Man, had no limit in this respect, that My Love for Woman was endless, 
that I didn’t live for myself, as a self, but Wholly for Woman, to Create the Opportunity for 
Her to Return in My Heart as Man. ‘I’ had Proven that My Descent into (the cesspit of) the 
Earth hadn’t made me a victim or slave of Woman’s Sexuality but that I had stayed Faithful 
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to the Heart,1 that My Heart had, in Principle, the Power to Always and Everywhere Rule 
(which is the opposite of ‘manipulate’) – even though in the earthly reality this Power needed 
time and space to Be Recognized and Respected as Such. (Only) by staying Faithful to the 
Freedom of Man, of His Heart, could it have been Proven that man’s typical, supposed 
(sexual and general) unfaithfulness to Woman was merely a Projection of Woman, the Other, 
Dark Side of Herself, a Projection that as long as ‘Man’ bought this as true and just acted out 
Her Projection as if it would be He Himself acting, had big consequences for how things 
happened on earth: Unconsciousness could easily keep ruling in the Dark this way and keep 
causing a lot of suffering, pain, un-clarity, drama. 

Only under all these conditions and circumstances the Divine Woman Recognized Me 
as Her Divine Man and could not but Go in Me, Return in Me. The Divine Woman, the 
Universal Mother of all Form, could not but Embrace Me, Her Man, when She Saw – through 
the Selfless Form of ‘my’ Tears – that Man, Consciousness, (had) Fully Embraced Her and 
could not otherwise but Always Embrace Her. She saw that in My case, in case of the Actual 
Manifestation of Her True Man, Consciousness was not Separate from Body, from Feeling 
Her Wholly as Myself – unlike is the case with the normal ‘cheating’ man who mainly dwells 
in his easy World of Consciousness, not Truly Touching the Earth, not Truly Touching 
Woman, not Letting himself Be Touched (too much, if at all) by Woman’s Existence, Her 
Existential Pain as the Carrier of Form, Form-consciousness. After these two years and two 
months with Chantal, after the Heart had Accepted the Transmission of the Darkness of the 
Earth, Accepted Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily to Consciously Live Woman’s Drama 
on Earth as Itself, as Myself, after My Love and Faith and Faithfulness had been Tested and 
Proven Stable, I was Wholly Sacrificed now in the Pain of Woman’s Earthly Realm. Crying 
Her Pain of losing Her Child, was – beyond what it seemed to be: ‘just’ losing Her Own Form 
– in the end the same as and nothing less than Crying Her Pain of losing Me, Her Man, Her 
Source, Her Heart, Her Eye and All, Her Only Safety, Trust, Love and Beloved. 

This Return of the Divine Woman in the Divine Man – and Only This, Her True 
Recognition and Thus Her Return, Made ‘Me’ a Divine Man, Indeed – was quite Something 
Else than the usual game on earth of men liking and trying to penetrate a woman physically or 
energetically. The Truth Was Revealed. That Woman doesn’t Need to be Penetrated but 
Needs to Be Wholly and Actually Lived by Man – as if She Was He Himself – Wholly 
Surrounded by His Heart. When a man penetrates a woman he ‘speaks’ out of his turn. The 
Natural Divine Order is that Woman Recognizes Man and in that Surrender Returns in His 
Heart. Only then (Physical) Penetration is not penetration any more but Part of Giving Form 
to Man’s Heart Recognized by Woman as her Own Source and Truth. ‘Speaking’ out of one’s 
turn keeps the world imprisoned in the Darkness and the Pain of Unconsciousness. 
Penetrating Woman before his turn, before his Heart is strong enough to Survive and Serve 
the Truth (Necessarily Including Woman), man becomes part of the Whore while, usually, 

                                                
1 It’s not that ‘I’ was busy with ‘proving’. It was My Nature to Be Faithful. It’s rather that for 

woman it had to be Proven, Shown, Actualized. The Deeper Truth Had to Be Manifested on 
Earthly, Feelable Level, or else She could not Recognize It, not without form. 
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losing His Heart, His Freedom as Man, His True Gift to Woman. Man’s semen is not His 
Gift. His Gift is His Heart, His Consciousness Embedded in Woman’s Pain, Drama, Duality. 
His True Gift can never be ‘somewhere else’, somewhere and something apart from Woman, 
can never be trying to touch Her with Something. It is Always the Touch Itself, the Touch of 
His One Heart Being Consciously Torn in Her Duality. 

Woman’s Return was a Bow without bowing. It was the Only True Bow (a) Woman 
could ‘Make’ – by Following Reality as Created by Man. No Seduction was necessary any 
more, no Fooling, no Manipulation, no Deluding, no Waiting. There was no second agenda, 
but an Actual Return into Man’s Heart, on the Foundation, the Truth of the Deepest Divine 
Nature of Man and Woman, of Their Duality Being Part of the One. Seeing My Total Non-
Separation from Her She Silently, without Drama, Had to Return in the One Heart of Her 
Man, Her Source. Without Drama – which I Had Lived for Her now – She said goodbye to 
(the Unconsciousness in) Her Duality and Disappeared as a previously seemingly separate, 
subtle, Form in Me, in the Formless as form. Her Surrender was not a reward for Me and what 
had Been Done through ‘me’, It was Divine Nature Itself, truly. The Manifestation of this 
Divine Nature, of the Two Meeting and Melting into One, Cannot but Happen in the case of 
Total Humbleness, if Love is Allowed To Do Everything, Love instead of ‘me’, if the 
Attraction to the Other Side of the Duality is Wholly Followed instead of Resisted, instead of 
holding on to the Fake ‘One’. 

‘I’, the Love That I Was and Am as Man, Had Always Bowed for the Divine Woman 
and – in spite of again and again being crazily in love with girls and women – never for a 
woman, not truly, even not when it might have appeared so. The women on Earth were not 
the same as Woman – just like men were not the same as Man. Women were terribly lost in 
the Ego, the Illusion that they themselves were important, should be wanted and loved by 
Man – instead of Being, Embodying the Love for Man by Herself. Only the Woman 
Extremely in Love with Man, with no boundaries in this respect, the Woman whose Love 
Outshined Her self, was the Divine Woman. It was Her who I had Always Served, Bowed for, 
Respected, Loved, Taken Seriously, She Who was Part of Myself, My Own Heart, Who Was 
Part of the Limitless Love of the Man in and as Me. The Divine Woman’s Return in Me, in 
(the Male Form of) the Formless, was the end of Her nightmare of self-obsession without end, 
obsession about her Own Form, about what to do with it when there was no Man, when there 
was no Source, no Centre, no Connection but only loose forms, endless forms. When there 
seemed to be no Man there was, inherently, self-obsession, a deep feeling of being separate, 
from everyone and everything, from the Whole. 

In this Embrace on bed Beyond the normal form – in Which the Form and the 
Formless had Found Each Other – the Seed had Been Sown for the Manifestation of the 
Divine Woman in a Female Body of Flesh and Blood. Whether this Woman would Come – 
or, rather, Be Created – in the form of Chantal or another form, was up to Truth. But in Itself 
the Fundamental Embrace, the Divine Marriage, the now Unbreakable Oneness had Been 
Established. The Form follows what Happens in the Deeper world. It doesn’t rule on its own. 
Although, by looking just a little behind and below the patriarchy on earth, it seems that 
Woman Rules on earth with Her endless and amoral manipulation and reproduction of forms, 
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it is a Deeper, Formless Male Intelligence That Rules beyond the Scene, Beyond what appears 
to be so. ‘We’– or I – Were One, Reunited, Consciously on Earth, even though in a subtle 
form so far. The Non-ultimate of the Duality of Man and Woman – or: the seeming difference 
between Consciousness and Energy – had Been Gone through, Lived, finally. The delusion of 
the world presenting itself always as Two had been Overcome – but that not only as (and on 
the Level of) Consciousness (which is something that can, exceptionally, happen to a Realizer 
of Truth) but in Close Direct Relation with Woman of flesh and blood. The latter makes the 
Realization radically different from when the Same Truth would have been Realized on my 
meditation cushion. Not by accident, the Finalization of this Process of Realization, of Actual 
Return of the Two into the One, Happened on bed, the Place Where Man and Woman Make 
Love – in case There is Love indeed. It was the same bed where Chantal’s immaculate blood 
had Merged with Mine two years and two months and two days earlier. It was the same bed 
where, nine years earlier, I had been Initiated into Woman’s Body, via Maja. 

Nine years earlier Woman had Called Me, Called Me to Start My Divine Work with 
Her, from Scratch but with a Golden Heart. Now the Surrender had Been Completed, Man’s 
Surrender into Woman’s Realm of the Drama, of the Two, of Pain. My Male Heart Had Been 
Torn in Two and, now, by Persisting in Love, by not giving in to the Seduction of the Whore  
‘and’ the Lie in whatever of Her endless manifestations and variations, the Heart had Been 
Made Whole again. It was the Same Heart but with the Existential Difference that now 
Woman had Been Fully Allowed and, thus, ‘Integrated’ in It. The Heaven Had Realized the 
Earth, the Formless the Form, Man Woman. ‘I’ was Man-Woman Now. I was no longer Man 
Seeing if he could Reach Woman, no longer ‘just’ that reflection of Woman Who was seeing 
if She as Woman could reach Man. 

Since the Union, the Return of the Divine Woman in Man’s Heart, She never left Me 
any more. Yet, from then on, paradoxically or not, the Work should all the more involve 
Woman. Her subtle form should manifest as Flesh and Blood. That meant that the Actual 
Realization and Recognition of ‘Me’, the Man of the Heart as Her True Beloved, should 
Happen by Woman in the Physical Body, not just on the Subtle Level. The issue was no 
longer a matter of Realizing Woman Wholly in My Heart, I should Create Her on Earth now. 
Through this Woman’s Consciousness and in the end even through Her physical eyes (that are 
not just physical) She should Recognize Her Beloved and Return in Him. She should, Whole-
Heartedly and Whole-Bodily, Feel the Difference, the difference with the ‘normal’ man of the 
earth who reflected – and that in an unclear way – Her Own state of Unconsciousness, Her 
state of delusion, distraction, non-presence, waiting, of not being fulfilled. Her Eye That Saw 
Me should Become Her Body. Her Whole Body High and Low and Back and Front should 
Recognize Her Beloved in the End, Recognize Him Beyond the eternal doubt and wavering of 
her Own Duality. 

 
Right after the Union – I was still lying on bed and quietly impressed by the whole 

happening – the Subtle Woman-Form Wanted, indeed, to already take a more clear form, an 
earthly form, in the form of a woman that I could see, recognize. It was obvious that ‘She’ 
was looking for a form as which She could Manifest in the Earthly Realm. It was as if 
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different Woman-forms were ‘fighting’ or rather being scanned, as to which woman would be 
suited best to Take the Role of the Divine Woman on Earth in a Body of flesh and blood. 
There was only one Woman-form that broke through the mist of non-manifestation and that 
stayed with me for a while. This was not one of my (ex-)lovers, not even my ‘big love’ Maja, 
nor one of the girls or women I had been in love with but with whom somehow the 
manifestation of our love into a form had failed. It was the woman I had met in the Sufi camp 
in 1998 and with whom I had corresponded a few letters afterwards. Ursula Steinmetz. She 
was a teacher there in the camp of the Sufis although her teaching was Zen and the 
enneagram. I felt close to this woman. She had something that came Closest to my Intuition 
of the Divine Woman, even closer than Brigitte who had recently fallen of her divine pedestal 
anyway – in her attempt to deny ‘me’, her Love for me, and to deny her tears. Yet, and not to 
insult Ursula in the least – she was a beautiful woman – she came through by lack of ‘better’. 
I mean the Divine Woman as I Saw Her was also Beyond her, Beyond how Ursula manifested 
and could manifest once she would be Taken in the Sphere of My Heart. Somehow the chance 
Ursula would be the one, the woman Manifesting My Divine Heart as Her own, was not big. 
She didn’t have courage, kick enough for That, not enough ginger, was ‘my’ Intuitive 
estimation that didn’t happen so much or obviously in that moment but that was Happening 
anyway in the background of the present Consciousness. It was not that ‘I’ was so extremely 
demanding or even judgemental regarding the woman – or, who knows, women – who should 
Embody the Divine Woman. It was the Divine Woman Herself – in My Heart and as part of 
the Divine Man – Who Showed this in a Direct way, Who Showed Herself now that I had 
Cried Her Free. 

Yet, with Ursula’s form before and with me, making love in a more earthly form 
started to manifest – even though her physical body was not here. It was just that the Divine 
Woman needed a form, for now. And She Wanted to Make it Clear that Sexuality, Earthly 
Sexuality, was in the End Part of the Process of Manifesting the Divine Woman into an 
Earthly Body. My Body Understood and started to Allow movements until in the end even an 
orgasm appeared. This was not necessary, in a way, but it happened nonetheless. All the more 
it showed that the Process of the Divine Man and Woman should occur in the world of Form 
and not only in the subtler spheres with subtler non-manifested forms. In a way, this event of 
‘making love’ was ‘my’ first ‘unfaithfulness’ to Chantal – although I didn’t feel it as such. 
Yet, it was surely a sign of the fact that I had created Space now in the relationship, Space for 
Man, Space to Breathe – Space, also, for making Love with the Divine Woman, regardless of 
the exact (female) form in which She Needed to Appear. 


